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FOXBORO RACEWAY HOSTS MASS. BREEDERS STAKES

Myrtle Turtle (American Shadow — Ta Racer), piloted by Bob Cross in the Foxboro division of the Mass. Sires Stakes, ups her seasonal earnings to $15,478 for
owner Maurice Pothier of Plainville.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

WOMEN’S DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIP SUCCESSFUL AT ROCHESTER FAIR

The first annual Ladies Driving Championship was won by Shirley Stewart with
Ridge mite after a closely contested mile with Cindy Richardson driving
Conestoga Leeann. The distaff drivers are pictured 1. to r. Kelly Case, Diane

Hellen, Joyce Roche, (Laurence Osgood — Rochester Gen. Mgr.) winner Shirley
Stewart (Frank Osgood — Rochester Dir. of Racing) Cindy Richardson, Kathy
Mattison, Judy Carlisle, Lisa Carlisle. Not pictured Diana Ball, alternate.

*******.***.***.*.*.**.**♦**•****•*****♦** **♦**¥•**¥***•

LEWISTON OPENS FOR FALL MEET-NEW TOTE GREETS PATRONS
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vedly so; their contribution should
Dear Editor:
never be listed under “ small things
When, as a child of thirteen, I first forgotten.”
three tim es higher. The greater visited Foxboro, or more properly,
There have been other noticable
D ear Editor:
If you presently own or are con num ber of colts to compete against Bay state raceway, I could not changes, new ow nership, new
sidering buying a broodm are in and transportation costs also in p o s sib ly h av e i ma g i n e d th e m anagem ent, new faces all of which
order to raise a foal for The Maine or crease the dollars necessary to play significant part it would play in my tends to add to the scene rather than
other Sires Stakes, I offer the the game. The higher the stakes, the later life. At that time, the top d etract from it. The old barns are
nam es were Frank Safford, Jules
following comments for your con g reater the ante!
In final analysis, one must accept Giguere, Ed Jones, Wendell Wathen gradually giving way to new con
sideration.
L et’s say you own the m are and the fact that young horses are and a young Canadian called Joe struction, the clubhouse and parking
have already made this initial in necessary to perpetuate the sport of O’Brien. The plant, opened for its are being improved, the track
vestm ent and are now ready to have racing. They are the very foun first season, was for me, something r e s t a u r a n t i s u n d e r ne w
her bred to the stallion of your dations of our industry and the very special and I suppose that for m anagem ent and although there is a
sm all decrease in handle there’s a
choice. In
shopping around for future hopes and aspirations for
suitable m ate for your m are, you continued improvement of the sport. reasons I am at a loss to explain, it noticable optimism in the air.
discover that stud fees moderately Breeders, owners, trainers and still has a unique charm. I might Our night at the races was m o « |
range from $500.00 to $1,000.00 for a tra c k s alike m ust sh a re the even have made a silent promise to than enjoyable. Good horses airc
Maine Sires Stake eligible stallion responsibility for improving the return, but whether I did or not,
drivers created a real spec
After signing the breeding contract quality of racing ana insure in circum stance decreed it so and in- good
tacle,
renewing old friendships and
tegrity
and
honest
competition
for
arrangem ents are made to bring
1963 some sixteen years later, I
your m are to the breeding farm to the racing fans. In order to ac shipped in with the Bob Ryan stable making new ones.
Once again, at risk of sounding
stay until she is safely in foal complish a step in this direction, al. to begin a relationship which would
usually from 45 to 60 days or at envolved in the industry must pull last some nine years and which trite, I must confess to a feeling of
which time a vet can determ ine the to g e th e r, re sp ec tin g the con would occupy my thoughts to this some grand design at work. When
m are to be in foal. If the m are does tributions of eacn separate part. It’s
the eighth race paraded in front of
not get in foal during this heat cycle, easy for some to talk down the day.
the stand I somehow felt that I was
breeder,
trainer
or
track,
without
There is always a positive aspect having a flashback to another time.
then the time the m are rem ains at first walking a season or two in nis
to each new beginning, however, in A strapping bay gelding, Charmax,
the breeding farm will be longer.
his bills!
The average per day charge for shoes and paying
my case I believe “ positive” to be a by Bye Bye Max from Charmoore,
Carleton Chamberlin somewhat
m are care at a breeding farm in
inadequate word. The
by Bert Beckwith, paraded
To
The
Editor:
Ridgecrest
Farm
Maine seems to average about $6.00
year 1963 represented the beginning driven
postward
and caused me to think
per day. If the m are stays at the
In regard to the Maine Breeders
a brand new chapter in my life as once more of his mother. She was
farm for sixty days, then the board sale at Scarborough Downs, myself of
costs would be around $360 to the and many others feel that the sale a horseman and the friendships ra th e r fussy in the post parade and
which I made between 1963 and 1971 he, too looked as if he’d rath er be
m are owner.
From the time the m are leaves the was a big farce and managed in bad add a whole new dimension to the doing something else. However,
breeding farm and the resulting foal taste. Example: After spending word. Folks like Jim Morill, Bucky when moved at the half, he showed
becomes a yearling ready for tim e bidding on a horse and getting Day, Walt Padgett, Lossie Gould,
old m are’s grit; won in 1:59 1/5,
training or sale (Sept.), another 16 to the bids up to $1500.00 and in some Bill Sivert, Bob Alger and countless the
18 months go by. The home-care cases as high as $3000.00 the owner others have given warmth to my life equalling his record.
As if the fine perform ance by
costs to buy adequate feed for the in said, “ I can’t sell the horse at that and added colorful experiences
Charm ax'were not enough, the tenth
foal m are would seem to average price I have a reserve on it.” Let’s beyond my wildest expectations.
really capped a most enjoyable
around $3.00 per day. Mare 16 face it, all sales in the country are
And then there were the horses, evening. As the horses paraded
months equals 480 days tim es $3.00 off and when a Maine breeder get
Miss Nova Scotia, M ariam Butler, postward the number seven horse,
per day equals $1440.00. When the
foal is on his own, he too would bids up that high in todays economy J.D. Stone, Charmoore, Shadydale “ Pin Beano” with the talented John
require individual care at least 12 it’s darn good. If an owner wants X Ballad and Georgana Wynnie, all Hogan up, completely captured my
months or so, 12 mo. equals 360 days dollars, then let the bidding sta rt at unique in their own ways yet so attention. A small brown horse,
at $3.00 equals $1,080.
X amount of dollars, but let’s not sim ilar in others, they were, each
Additional costs for vet fees, w aste tim e and leave a bad taste in and every one, tough racehorses. quite unlike his dam or grand dam
wormings, and farrier services the public’s mouth by bidding (in the Each one a joy to race, a source of (who also was Charmoore) seemed
would add easily another $200.00 to eyes of the owner) too low. About inspiration both in my work as a the picture of content with his lot. As
the race began he dropped back to
your out-of-pocket cost in raising half way through the sale, people
lorsem an and my first love, writing. last but at the five eights, in one
your foal.
When September rolls around and and potential buyers were getting They proved to me that winning is trem endous sprint he circled the
your yearling is ready to be trained disgusted and leaving. If an owner great but that greatness is more field and won going away in sub 2:00
or sold, you have invested ap wants to buy a horse back (because l;han winning.
When I finally left New England in time.
proxim ately $3,580 over a period of of low bids) he has the option to bid.
This time I was proud to join the
close to two years. We nave not He put the horse in the sale to be 1971,1 left with a feeling of profound owner,
Maurice Negrini and one of
mentioned other drawbacks, such as auction,ed so let it be. Auctions are a regret. My leaving meant returning
m ares not getting in foal every year chance you take, you can break to Canada and another new begin the largest aggregations I have ever
or having a live foal; M ajor Vet even, come out ahead or lose, it’s a ning in Montreal, the mecca of seen in the winners circle. Maurice
a man quite apart from the or
expenses and a host of other gamble from start to finish.
Canadian racing and a series of is
discouragements in raising foals.
dinary. He knows what a struggle is
circum
stances
which
would
take
me
I sincerely hope that the Maine
The cost of housing, labor (your own
as does his gentle wife, Ruth, but he
or hired) and overhead expenses, if B reeders Association will do a better 1;o Florida, New York City, Vernon is a gutsy fellow who, like many of
and
finally
back
to
Montreal
where
job
in
the
future.
figured, would add considerably to
the greats of racing, can follow a
the costs of producing a yearling
P.S. It should be noted th at the nhe joys of m arriage and raising a dream and see it through to success.
foal.
Maine Breeders Association is in no J'amily replaced the gypsy urge to
These costs to raise a yearling in way affiliated with the Maine travel which up to then pervaded my Pin Beano is home bred and a credit
to his owner’s tenacity and un
Maine seem modest when com pared Standardbred Breeders and Owners life.
faith in his dream . May he
with New York or New Jersey,
Such were my thoughts on leaving shakable
Brooks Smith
continue
to know the good fortune
where m are care runs $20.00 per day Association.
Whispering Pines Stables and the circumstances of the in which this little pacer has given him.
or more and stud fees average two to
tervening years and so, it was with a
I visited the stables twice more in
feeling of warm anticipation that I
week and was overawed by the
returned to my favorite race track the
DON'T DELAY...
continuing
of its people. No
,on July 8, 1982. This time my wife red carpets;warmth
I
couldn’t
live with that,
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
Yvonne and I were on vacation just good people, fond memories
visiting friends in nearby Walpole, a glimpse of good things for and
the
Mass.
future.
It was as if some m aster plan were
I hope that somehow I can be a
being enacted. As soon as we p a rt of that future as I feel I have
(Please Circle Proper Categories)
stepped from the car at the stable been a part of Foxboro’s past. But
we were greeted by a good this is the present and for now I mus^*.
PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL gate
friend Mr. Maurice Negrini and say another sad farewell to a p la c e ^
Final season special will be offered to first time subscribers, September thru shortly after by Bucky Dumont,
which is not only a part of my past
December! No back copies provided Rate: $2.00
Fritz Rhinehart, Jim Reynolds, Jim but which has become a p art of my
Morill, John Winters, Al Lader, Bob life. Farewell dear friends, I hope to,
(Please enclose check to facilitiate efficiency)
Alger and others. Many of my other see you soon. Hugh A. M acPherson
Print Mailing Address
D A T E :__________ friends, Bucky Day, Paul Battis,
Hugh A. MacPherson was born and
Jim Doherty and Greg McDonald to
nam e but a few had unfortunately educated in Sydneyy Nova Scotia. His in
NAME
for me, moved on to other tracks; volvem ent in racing dates fro m 1 9 4 5 and
and others who had passed away, includes alm ost every aspect o f the in
men such as Bob Ryan, Lossie dustry. In addition to his experience as an
STREET:.
Gould, Ernie Stewart and Bill owner trainer and groom in both Canada
O ’ R i l e y s e e m e d s o m e h o w and the U.S., he has served as a p edigree
C IT Y
STATE:
.ZIP:
strangely present. Their m ark is analyst , featu re w riter and associate
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Road, Saco, Maine 04072
indelibly printed upon the New ed itor o f Harness W orld , a Canadian
England racing scene and deser trade publication.
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Milestones
By Anthony J. Aliberti
Some days just seem to come up
like red letter holidays, but unlike
calendar events, career milestone
do not recur predictably.
Suddenly in Maine three men have
r e a s o n to p a u s e ,
accept
congratulations, and reflect upon
accum ulated achievements.
Since the winter Paul Battis has
been welcomed to Maine by its
racing community and fans, like a
returning hero. When Battis drives a
common steed, fans line up at the
windows and shorten the odds.
Battis responds with wins and
agressive trips. His green and gray
silks have come to represent quality
m
on the track.
But Battis is no m ere Maine
‘ »?•"!%» - *(
'
phenomenon. He is a horsem an
recognized n atio n ally , w ith a
regional reputation second to none.
^ ^ t u l a t o r y blanket is presented to Paul Rnttis at Scarborough Downs in celebration of his 2000th win,
In August Battis piloted Copper
Ridge to his 4th win of the year. It
was B attis’s 2,000th career win,a
milestone.
Paul Battis now joins Freem an
P ark er, Don Richards and a handful
of other New Englanders as 2,000
w in n e rs , and th u s of f i ci al l y
recognized as one of the top harness
drivers in the history of the sport.
T s tiim
Battis followed a younger man
into the champagne winners circle.
E arlier in the month Dude Good
blood, now 32, was surrounded by his
sh a re of b ack slap p in g p e e rs.
Goodblood notched his 1,000th win.
Dude Goodblood has come of age.
Not longer is he the hot young kid on
the track, he has carved a career
from racing.
m
A few years back Goodblood was
pegged as the next superstar from
Maine. But rath er than a meteoric
rise, with all its rew ards and pitfalls,
Goodblood’s career has stabilized.
He is never far from the top of the
driver standing, and this year has
heavily influenced the Maine Stakes.
asey wins his 1000th at Scarborough Downs, a memorable moment for all.
He engineered the extended win
streaks of Unstable Sean and more
recently turned Studley’s Dream
into a winner.
Dude Goodblood has found him 
self, he has established realistic
goals and methodically improves his
icraft, patiently, effectively.
And then there is Casey.
W alter Case Jr. this year becam e
the youngest man to hit 1,000 wins.
This year at Scarborough alone he
may record 250. He is hot on the trail
of Herve Filion for the national
driving title, driving the fairs in the
afternoon and Scarborough at night.
Casey has attacked the year from
the first, winning one race in four,
e x t r a c t i n g f r om e a c h h o rs e
m aximum performance.
This year Casey struck out on his
own, successfully separated himself
from dependance on a single trainer.
k
His mentors were first Link Keene
and then W arren Strout.
For Battis and Goodblood these
milestone are tim es to pause and
; fa*:*? B
reflect,but for Casey it is merely a
waystation on a much longer road
Bttel “Dlide” J0oodblood Jr. is honored by fellow horsemen at Scarborough Downs on the event of his 1000th win
which beckons.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > * + * * * * + + * * * * * * * * *~* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Sixth Annual

New England’s Mr. 1000

Sunday, October 17th

Lewiston Raceway

Post Time — 2:00 P.M.
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The Maine Circuit

By LEE ALLEN

It was a month of records on the
Maine Circuit. The great My Bill
Forwood tied his own Maine record
of 1:58.4 in winning the $15,000
President’s Pace at Scarborough
Downs Sept. 5. One day later,
Cheviot smashed the Windsor track
record with a 1:59 score.
My Bill Forwood, who is owned by
Dr. Alroy and Eastlyn Chow of
Presque Isle, is Pacer of the Month
for his 125 Al-Var speed rating, the
highest of the season. Cheviot
earned a 121 rating.
Freem an Parker drove My Bill
Forwood to his record-tying victory
while Russ Wing Jr. was in the bike
f o r Cheviot’s record-breaking win.
Armbro Aster, a three-year-old
Warm Breeze filly, actually broke
the Windsor record before Cheviot,
but that new record survived for
only three races. Armbro A ster’s

2:00.4 bettered the long-standing Walter Case Jr. is Driver of the
record of 2 : 0 1 set by Dusty Month. This talented young reinHanover in 1941.
sman went over the 100 m ark on the
The Windsor trotting record also Al-Var scale five times with winning
fell over the Labor Day weekend, drives during the month. He did it
Richard Campbell’s Jo Di’s Pride with My Bird Lady twice, J.S. Bob
won in 2:04.4 with Wade Canney in twice and Deejay Penn once,
the bike. That smashed the previous Tom McNamara was runnerup
record of 2:05, set by Kwick Minbar driver. He had three drives that
in 1977.
produced 100 or better Al-Var speed
D espite his re c o rd -b re a k in g ratings.
perform ance, which produced a 93 Clayton Dickison and Tom McAl-Var speed rating, Jo Di’s Pride N am ara tied for Trainer of the
was nipped for Trotter of the Month Month. Each had three horses break
honors.
the barriers of excellence. McDutch Lady Mac, a three-year-old N am ara’s pacer Cambro Time
daughter of Dutchman, won in 2:04.4 reached 107 on the Al-Var scale
for driver-trainer Tom M cNamara while trotter Dutch Lady Mac
on Labor Day at Scarborough reached 94 and 88. Dickison’s pacer
Downs. The variant was a point MacBan Columbia reached 103 and
higher at Scarborough, giving Dutch' io i while pacer E astern’s Best
Lady Mac an Al-Var speed rating of recorded 100.
94 — best of the season to date.
Paul Battis and Warren Strout
each had two horses break the
Nate Churchill’s, Armbro Aster, a filly by Warm Breeze surprises the crowd with b arriers of excellence.
a 2:00.4 mile at the Windsor Fair.
Columbo Seelster, a superstar
from the Maritimes, won the last big
race of the season at Scarborough
Downs. The six-year-old son of
Tarport Counsel won the $5,000 New
Englander Pace in 2:01.3 but was
upstaged by his stablemate, Clip
p er’s Seelster, who came within two
fifths of a second of tying My Bil
Forwood’s all-time Maine recorc
when he won the $1,800 preferred
pace in 1:59.1.
Clipper Seelster, a five-year-old
son of Good Nuff, produced an AlVar speed rating of 124, only one
point off the season’s record set by
My Bill Forwood.
Paul Dares of St. John, New
Brunswick ownes both Seelster
horses. Willard Carr is the trainer
driver.
The next extended meet will be at
Lewiston when the plant’s new ultra
modern tote board and wagering
system will be unveiled for the first
time on Oct. 3.
Following are the pacers who
produced Al-Var speed ratings of 100
or better for winning performance
from Aug. 28 to Sept. 26, and the
trotters with 80 or better speed
ratings.
PACERS
My Bill Forwood, F. Parker 125
Clipper’s Seelster, W. Carr 124
Cheviot, R. Wing Jr. 121
Columbo Seelster, W. Carr 112
Armbro Aster, R. Sumner 112
My Bird Lady, W. Case Jr. 110
Race Me Aggie, W. Childs 107
J.S. Bob, W. Case Jr. 107
Cambro Time, T. McNamara 107
My Bird Lady, W. Case Jr. 107
Farbro Mike, B. Ranger 107
F ast Pete, P. Battis 105
Deejay Penn, W. Case Jr. 105
Richochet Skipper, D. Bustard 104
MacBan Columbia, D. Dickison 103
MacBan Columbia, D. Dickison 101
Jody Grattan N, W. Colby 101
Avon Dasher, J. Nason 101
Form al Misty, F. Parker 100
J.S. Bob, W. Case Jr. 100
E astern ’s Best, C. Dickison 100
TROTTERS
Dutch Lady Mac, T. McNamara 94
Jo Di’s Pride, W. Canney 93
Dutch Lady Mac, T. M cNamara 88
Jo Di’s Pride, J. Mollison Jr. 88
B.B.’s High Note, P. Battis 86
Egyptian Dart, R. Truitt 85
Ro Ho Cho, R. Truitt 85
To Ri Buck, W. Loubier 82
Nosey Hoot, D. Dunn 81
Cheviot, a Maine favorite owned by Robert and Pauline Webb, set a new track Ikesson, H. Estes III 81
record of 1:59 at Windsor Fair on Labor Day.
To Ri Buck, W. Loubier 80
XT?
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A TRIBUTE TO “ CASEY”
By Cathy Smith

It wasn’t many years ago
Maybe three or four or so
When a young driver started
in Maine
I’m sure everyone knows his name.
One night at Cumberland in the fall
We needed a driver and gave him
a call.
It was in the mud and our horse
was ready,
All he needed was to keep her
steady.
When down the stretch he won by
ten,
But he was just a “ greenhorn” then
And through the years he’s
gotten better —
He’s even been a record setter.
Some great horses that we’ve seen
Are my Bird Lady, Girl Friday,
And don’t forget Rebecca Jean.
I rem em ber Masterminds fourth
in “ two”
And the 1:59.3 victory with Big
Hugh.
There are many memories for us all,
But the best one I can recall
Was the night at Scarborough
in September
When you became the youngest
member
Of the Mr. 1,000 club, we were
so proud
Of Casey the favorite of the crowd.
There aren’t many drivers that have
your hands.
Your talents are appreciated by
the fans.
We’re all behind you, as you go on
To be the driver of the year
ahead of Herve Filion.
So of Casey, we all feel
a part —
We were here when he got
his start.
Wherever you go, whatever you do
Casey, we wish the very best to you.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PACER OF THE MONTH
MY BILL FORWOOD
TROTTER OF THE MONTH
DUTCH LADY MAC
DRIVER OF THE MONTH
WALTER CASE, JR.
TRAINERS OF THE MONTH
TOM MacNAMARA
CLAYTON DICKISON

Peggy Watson won the two-year-old division with the filly Chinbro Peggy.
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Beverly Cartmills, Ursa Hanover and her weanling foal Mac Allen were prize
winners in their divisions.

The aptly named Royal Prince took the Stallion and get laurels for Riverslea
Farm.

Reserve champion was the handsome Easy Fella owned by Mary McCarthy.

Standardbred Show At The Rochester Fair

By BOB & JEAN FERLAND

Fair weather prevailed, as the Rochester Fair hosted the third Annual Stan
dardbred Horse Show on Sunday, September 26, sponsored by the New Hampshire
Breeders and Owners Association. This has become the largest Standardbred

Show in New England, with open classes in a variety of categories. Winners were
selected on the basis of: conformation, condition, grooming and manners.
Cash, ribbons and trophy premiums were awarded the winners as follows:

CLASS I SUCKLINGS AND WEANLINGS
1st MAC ALIEN (Bret’s Richard — Ursa Hanover) Beverly Cartmill Brentwood,
N.H.
2nd MISS ROMANO TIME (Romano Hanover — Miss Happy Time) Grover
Waterhouse Raymond, N.H.

CLASS IV MARES THREE YEARS AND OVER
1st URSA HANOVER (Lehigh Hanover-Ursula Hanover) Beverly Cartmill
Brentwood N.H.
2nd LITTLE SQUAM (Adios Butler-Princess Frost) Jane Murphy Farmington,
N.H.
3rd CARELESS MOLD (Smolder-Careless Love) Jean Emerson Saco, Me.
4th ERNINA T. (Tuxedo Hanover-Erina Hanover) Debbie Montagnino Epping,

CLASS II YEARLING FILLIES (a)
1st RIV-LEA TIGRESS (Armbro Tiger-Uniform Princess) Riverslea Farm Epping, N.H.
2nd MISS HAPPY RIDGE (Coral Ridge-Miss Happy Time) Grover Waterhouse
Raymond, N.H.
,
3rd NAIDA’S ANGEL (Roman Key-Evil Stepmother) Naida & Francis Gay Gran
by, Mass.
4th ZEGLO’S LUCK (County K.G.-Irish Luck) Gloria Barrett Hillsboro, N.H.
CLASS II YEARLING COLTS (b)
1st EASY FELLA (Precious Fella-Arda Senator) Mary McCarthy West
Springfield, Mass.
[CHARD THE EQUUS (Escapade Lobell-Piper Adios) Richard Labranche
2nd RIC1
Goffstown, N.H.
m„
3rd RIV-LEA BLITZ (Blitzen-Hillary Dunloe) Riverslea Farm Epping, N.H.
4th HUGH BE GOOD (Big Hugh-Tillie Good) Paul Perry Hamstead N.H.
CLASS III TWO YEAR OLDS
1st CHINBRO PEGGY (Time Clock-Minnesota) Raymond Watson Rochester,
N.H.
2nd SPIKES PRINCE (Royal Prince-Avon Jenny) Russell Harrington Groton,

Mass

3rd PATRICK STRIKES (Lightning Strikes-Space Haven) Riverslea Farm Ep
ping, N.H.
4th STAR’S BATTLE (Mighty Battle-Fran Star) George Hoare Methuen, Mass.
RESERVE CHAMPION - EASY FELLA

CLASS V THREE YEAR OLD COLTS AND GELDINGS
1st COUNTRY LANE (Coral Ridge-Melim Kimar) Amelia Tefft Epping, N.H.
2nd B.B. FRISCICERO (Cicero-Shadydale Frisky) Jeff Battis Dover, N.H.
3rd MAZAK (Butler’s Dream-Lady Audra) Riverslea Farm, Epping, N.H.
CLASS VI MARE & FOAL
1st URSA HANOVER (AND FOAL) MAC ALLEN
2nd MISS HAPPY TIME (AND FOAL) MISS ROMANO TIME
CLASS VII STALLION AND GET
1st ROYAL PRINCE (and get) RIV-LEA PRINCE & JAMIE MY LOVE
2nd BIG HUGH (and get) HUGH BE GOOD
3rd ROMANO HANOVER (and get) MISS ROMANO TIME
CLASS VIII STALLIONS FOUR YEARS AND OVER
1st ROMANO HANOVER (Torpid-Romola Hanover)
2nd ROYAL PRINCE (Quick Pick-Shadow Meg)
3rd BIG HUGH (Jolly Roger-Fair Sue)
4th P.B.’s CORAL (Coral Ridge-Countess Lynn)
GRAND CHAMPION - COUNTRY LANE

Judging the event was the very capable Frank Daniels of Truro, Nova Scotia.

RIVERSLEA FARM
PROUDL Y P R E SE N T S

ROMANO HANOVER
(T orpid — Romola H anover)
Blue Ribbon Winner In the Stallion Division At The 1982 Rochester Fair Standardbred Show
Riverslea Farm’s Romano Hanover (Torpid-Romalo Hanover) was the blue ribbon winner in the Aged Stallion Division of the Show recently.
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Grand champion, Country Lane (Coral Ridge-Melim Kimar) is shown with Judge Frank Daniels and Riverslea Farm manager Paul Martin.

COUNTRY LANE
(C oral Ridge — Melim K im ar)
Three Year Old Colt Chosen By Judge Frank Daniels As Final Grand Champion Of All Classes
At The Third Annual Standardbred Horse Show At The Rochester Fairgrounds

Wallace Tefft, Owner Paul
Tel. 6 0 3 -6 7 9 -5 1 5 4

Manager

The annual Fathers and Sons Race at Rochester Fair was won by Charlie Connors
and Wayne Connors. Those participating are pictured 1. to r. Bruce and Clyde Mattison, Don Tuccillo and Don Jr., Rollie and Bucky Day, (Frank Osgood —

Rochester Director of Racing) Charlie and Wayne Connors (Laurence Osgood —
Rochester General Manager) Arthur and John Nason, Walter Case and Walter Jr.,
Ruel Goodblood and Ruel Jr. missing from picture James and John Hogan.

Rochester Fair Report
Track management reports that
the recently completed Rochester
F a ir meet was the best ever for the
popular New Hampshire raceway.
Grossing a total of $906,882 with a
nightly average of $82,444 leads one
to realize tht the weather plays a
very small part in the success of this

well managed facility. Horsemen
need little encouragement to put
their horses in the box. It appears
that trophies and coolers in every
race and hats for every driver who
wins a parim utuel race make it a
festive occassion for all p a r
ticipating.

The Riverslea Pace, for four year
olds who were eligible to previous
New England and New Ham pshire
Sires Stakes, went for $2000. The
M acN am ari owned gelding, Jack
Mac (Winnow-Justaplain Jane) won
the event in 2:08.2.
T hree of the m ost p o p u lar

promotions were the Fathers and
Sons Driving Contest, the newly
initiated Ladies Driving Cham
pionship and the well attended
“ Chicken Sizzle” for horsemen and
their families. Rochester’s motto
“ Where the horsemen are No. 1.”
was never more meaningful than in
1982.

New Hampshire Sire Stakes and New England Sire Stakes
The final events on the New
Ham pshire Sire Stakes 1982 racing
schedule consisted of two series of
races at Rochester Fair. In the first
series, which was held on September
20 and 21, Cleggan started things off
with a victory in the two-year-old
trot. Richard Colby’s Blitzen filly
stopped the tim er in a wet 2:27 4/5
for her fifth win in six starts.
Monsoon conditions continued for
the $3,780 two-year-old pace but they
didn’t faze Sam Dagan and True
Facts. Bob Milkey’s Salluck filly
was nothing less than sensational as
she toured the soggy Rochester oval
in a nifty 2:05 3/5. Dagan had True
F acts on the front end every step of
the way to record her tenth win and
boost earnings over $17,000.
Dutch Lady Mac was an easy
winner again in the $2,160 threeyear-old trot. It was win num ber
sixteen for Paul Wood’s Dutchman
filly. The 2:10 2/5 score eased 1982
earnings over the $26,000 mark.
Melora Vilas had no trouble in
racking-up her sixth win in the filly
division of the $4,640 three-year-old
p ace. The C aouette-T hom pson
owned Dutchman filly wired the
field in 2:08 4/5.
Paul Fontaine’s Coral Ridge colt,
Pete Fontaine, notched his fourth
trium ph in the sophomore, coltdivision pace. Time for the mile was
2:05 3/5.
The second and final series of
stake races took place on September
25. Leading off the matinee events
was a freshman trot which was won
by Cleggan in 2:24 1/5.
In the $3,850 two-year-old pace it
was Russell H arrington’s Spike’s
Prince that prevailed in a hotly
c o n te ste d s tre tc h d riv e w ith
Swanzey Gus. The gutsy son of
Royal Prince stopped the tim er in
2:06 to swell earnings over $13,500
with his sixth win.
For the seventeenth time this year

Dutch Lady Mac got to the wire first
in the $2,160 sophomore trot. The
superb filly went wire-to-wire this
tim e in 2:07 4/5. Her two-year
stake’s career ended with a total of
twenty-seven wins in thirty-one
starts and earnings of alm ost
$39,000.
It was another win in the final race
for sophomore filly pacers for
Melora Vilas. Her seventh winning
effort was a wire-to-wire romp in
2:08 4/5.
Pete Fontaine grabbed his second
straight in the three-year-old colt
division. The im proving pacer
pushed his victory total to five with a
mile in 2:04 1/5.
The final leg of the New England
Sire Stakes held at Rochester F air

on September 16 was an evening of
upsets. Favorites failed to reach the
w inner’s circle in each of the five
events.
Knotch Hill Kevin started things
off by removing Cleggan from the
unbeaten ranks in the $1,900 twoyear-old trot. Doug Gray had Robert
Knox’s son of Culver’s Pride on top
all the way in the 2:18 4/5 mile.
Dutch Lady Mac was looking for
her sixteenth victory in the $2,850
three-year-old trot, but a break in
the first turn ended that expectation.
Bob Naginewicz quickly took ad
vantage with Powerful Katinka to
grab the lead and never look back.
The 2:09 1/5 mile was the third win
for the White Chimney F a rm ’s
Dutchman filly.

Bob Milkey’s two year old pacing filly, True Facts has been outstanding in the Sire
Stakes this year.

By Rick Miller

Swanzey Gus provided one of the
biggest surprises of the night in the
$4,000 two-year-old pace. Morton
and B arbara Goodell’s Song Man
gelding had only one win in fifteen
previous outings. However, this tim e
Bob Lefebvre left in a hurry with
Swanzey Gus to lead all the way to
the wire in 2:06 2/5. But it was little
more than a nose that separated the
winner from favored Spike’s Prince
at the wire.
Two divisions were required for
the $5,500 three-year-old pace. The
filly division was hotly contested by
an evenly matched field with the
mile-cutting honors changing hands
a num ber of times. When the dust
had settled after the 2:07 4/5 trip it
was Steve O’Toole in the w inner’s
circle with K.M.’s Romance. It was
the second win of the year for Ralph
C rispino’s Kiley M oraka filly.
Gemini’s Touch edged Race Me
April to place.
The sophomore colt division was
the final stake’s event. In a way the
race was an endorsement of two
productive New England stallions,
Coral Ridge and Kiley Moraka. Four
of the starters were sons of Coral
Ridge and two were sired by Kiley
Moraka. They were to provide the
fastest, most exciting race of the
evening.
Pete Fontaine and K.M.’s Vegas
swapped the lead during the early
stages with Mija Roma also caughtup in the quick fractions. As the colts
reached the final turn in a bunch,
Paul Battis had Atlantic Coast in
high gear on the far outside. And on
this occasion the pair were not to be
denied. The tim er read 2:03 3/5 as
Battis headed for the picture taking
with the winning son of Coral Ridge.
Atlantic Coast is owned by Dianne
Joubert
of S a l i s b u r y ,
M assachusetts. Mija Roma paced a
heck of a mile to be second, and
K.M.’s Vegas made everyone aware
of his presence while finishing third.

WHISPERING PINES STABLES

Look At The
Future Potential!
YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE

511 Black Strap Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105
207-797-9524

* * * * * * * * * * ^Romie’s El a i ne y * * * * * * * * * *
3-27-80

STANDING FOR 83

Mr. Suffolk — Prado

SKIPPER GLENN
Two-Year-Olds of ’82
Fair Risk
Feisty Fella
Maine Mariner

2:03.2

Trained in 2:20 and Turned Out:

* * * * * * * * * * * * Rom ie’s Judy * * * * * * * * * * *

TRUSTY DREAM
Has Produced
Trusty Tough Guy 1:59.1
Miss Trust 2:03
Plus Young Ones In Training

5-27-81
Mr. Suffolk — Prado
1:59.1

2:03.2

A Good Chance in ’83

TRAVELIN BOY
Has A Superb First Crop
Of Foals This Year

These Fillies Are In Excellent Condition and Have
Inherited Speed From A 100% Proven Sire and From A
Dam Who Has Also Produced Such As:
Pradoson 2:06.2
Pradios Ali 2:02.4

NEW FOR ’83!

MASTERMIND 2:01.2
He Has The Credentials To
Become A Great Sire.

New Addition 2:02.1
Miss Janet G. 2:03.4

Steady Pay Day 2:05.3
A Stakes Winner In ’82

* * * * * BROOD MARES FOR SALE * * * * * * *

We have Stalls And Space Available
For Boarding. Bring Your Horses In
Early — First Come, First Served Basis!

FACILITIES AT WHISPERING PINES:
Everyday Turn Out — Run in Barn — Ten
Foaling Stalls — Horse Walker, Seven
Day A Week Care — 24 Hr. Vet. Service
12 Paddocks — 5 Fields — 43 Stalls
Fire Alarm Systems In All Barns
Tack Shop On Premises — Farrier
Service — Trailering Service For
The Eastern Seaboard

“ We W elcom e Visitors

1:59.1

.”

PEACHY KEENE (Cedarcrest Duke-Arch’sjean)
In Foal to Watchful
HURRICANE JEAN (Watchful-Steady Jean)
In Foal to Mr. Suffolk
0 SHA NU (Bye Bye Sam-Lady Vermont)
In Foal to Watchful

We have Some Aged Horses For Sale To Make Room For
Yearlings Coming Into The Barn This Fall —
All Racing Stock!

Loring Norton - 613 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Me.
Tel. 207-797-4418
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M.H.H.A. Picnic & Meeting
Labor Day weekend was an ex P a c e at Scarborough Downs.
citing time for Maine harness fans. Perhaps Owners Dr. Alroy and
With racing at Blue Hill, Windsor Eastlyn Chow will bring “ Bill” back
and Scarborough, it was hard to be next year to see if he can become the
everywhere at once. The regulars fastest standardbred to circle a
returned to the Blue Hill F air for two Maine track. Greyhound has that
days of “ non-parimutuel” racing. distinction now with a time trial
V eteran Red Brewer made a guest m ark of 1:57 Vfe taken at the Old
driving appearance as did young Orchard Kite Track on July 29,1939.
Scott Rollins. The good race m are Interesting to read in the H arness
Rock Maple Overli paced the fastest Horse that Caribou native Del
frip (2:10) of the m eet for Richards is the leading dash winner
o w n e r / t r a i n e r / d r i v e r F u l t o n at Vernon Downs. Del left Maine at
Billings. Taking home coolers the age of 12 with his father Ray
donated by local businesses were Richards who is also involved in the
Victor Hannington, Ruel Goodblood, harness sport. The Richards race
J r . , W endell G lid d en , Da v e fall and winters at Liberty Bell and
Crochere, Ray Boyington, Pete sum m ers at Vernon Downs.
Bernard, Dick Cameron and George John Hogan described it as “ the
biggest thrill” of his racing career
Goodblood.
At the Windsor Fair, Wade Can- referring to Trum an’s victory in
ney’s good trotter, Jo Di’s Pride, Provincial Cup V, Atlantic C anada’s
started the weekend off by lowering richest race ($25,000). Angelo and
the trot track standard to 2:04.4. Joe F aro ’s Leader Pick four year old
Maine-breds Race Me. Aggie and made a late move along the rail to
Plymouth Mac paced in 2:02.0 and edge out K.C. Three (Wendy
2:03.4 respectively. By Monday it Donoway) and Trio N (Jim m y
was clear that the effort of Race Doherty) in 2:03.2 over a sloppy
Secretary Frank Hall in assembling Exhibition Park Raceway at Saint
an invitational field would result in a John, N.B. Presque Isle track record
new track record. However, a few holder and local favorite Columbo
fans expected the record to fall Seelster finished fourth. The fastest
before the feature race. A three year trip during exhibition week at Saint
old invitational scheduled for the John belonged to Romeo Boucher’s
eighth race resulted in a new m ark (Moncton) Silent Class winning in
and track record (2:00.4) for Nate 2:00.3 over Paul D aeres’ other
C h u r c h i l l ’s A r m b r o A s t e r . Seelster horse, Clipper Seelster, who
Ironically, Nate was at the Blue Hill paced the first sub two minute mile
F a ir in his usual capacity as starter in M aritime history at Fredericton
and announcer as his filly was Raceway this summer.
making records at Windsor. Four Before leaving the M aritimes,
races later Robert and Pauline John Hogan drove Truman to a new
Webb’s Cheviot lowered the pacing track record (2:00.1) at Sackville
m ark again, touring the oval for Downs near Halifax, N.S.
Russ Wing Jr. in 1:59.
Several Aroostook County hor
To the south, a few thousand fans semen were busy at the recent
m anaged to catch a glimpse of My SBOA/NJ yearling sale at the
Bill Forwood as he streaked to a Meadowlands. Dr. Alroy Chow
1:58.4 win in the $15,000 P resident’s [purchased a Nero filly while Nate

An Official Profile

Eugene Cossette

By BOB LOWELL
H arness racing is on the threshold colts for Bob Pearson and won with
of losing one of its most regarded Esquire Direct in 2:05, he had
officials. With the season over at previously been raced by Billy
M aine’s Scarboro Downs, Presiding Haughton. As a driver, he has
Judge Eugene Cossette is seriously competed at Rockingham, Foxboro,
considering leaving racing.
Saratoga and Pompano Park.
Cossette says that officiating is
Cossette began as a patrol judge in
“ much tougher” citing the growing 1964 and in 1965-66 as paddock judge
num ber of appeal cases to the at Hinsdale where he also was an
commission. He adds, “ three ap associate. As an associate, he has
peals per week is not unusual in New se rv e d a t the M ead o w lan d s,
Jerse y .” While offenders await the Rockingham, and at Rochester. As a
due process of law through the ap presiding judge, he has been at
peal system, they are right back on Grandview, Northfield, Paineville,
the race track and this m akes it the Ohio F air Circuit-and Scarboro.
more difficult for officials to retain He has also been a “ P .J .” at
control.
Lexington’s Red Mile, Rosecroft,
Cossette is a many faceted man Laurel, and spent two winters at
who has trained and driven as well Sackville in Canada.
as filling several capacities as an
He believes the biggest change in
official. His harness career began in racing has been the “ go-go style” of
1958 and he drove his first race that wire-to-wire racing that he says was
year with the trotting m are Little introduced by Stanley D ancer.
Dime at Gorham Raceway and later Cossette adds that the Dancer in
won his first race with Santa Glory. fluence has been felt in Maine citing
He has trained his own stable as Teddy Wing and Walter Case as
well as the Moraka Stock F arm . He prim e examples. The disk wheels
served as the second trainer for have made the sport much safer
Bobby W illiam s of M ichigan. according to Cossette and there has
Cossette says, “ Williams had 40 been a tremendous increase in the
head and 10 could go in 2:00.” It was speed of the horses.
there that he was instrum ental in With the evidence in, it is our
developing the trotting sensation submission that if this jurist leaves,
Song Cycle who won $800,000.
harness racing may be the victim.
He trained a group of
f$he.ctef?hs? je^ts.

Sheridan Smith, Bert Fernald, Mike Tremblay and Skip Estes relax at the recent
M.H.H.A. picnic held at Lost Valley in Auburn. During the business meeting those
attending agreed to extend the right of absentee voting to its membership

Churchill picked up an Ayres colt
and a Warm Breeze filly. John
Churchill signed for a Cicero filly
and Ralph Haley brought home a
Flight Director filly.
The Bass P ark Corporation has
announced that the winter barn and
tra c k will be .closed ' effective
December 1st. Needless to say, this
action will have a negative im pact
on local owners and trainers as well
as the growth of the industry locally.
H arness racing patrons of Bangor
Raceway must be asking them 
selves if this type of action is further
proof of President Alan Schiro’s
statem ent printed in this y e ar’s race
program that “ the Bass P ark
Corporation is committed to Harness Racing and to H arness Racing
7 9

RACE

fan s” . At the present tim e it is un
clear what role, if any, the DEHHA,
MHHA, and or MSBOA will play in
attem pting to reverse this decision.
However, it is certain that all hor
sem en must work together toward a
common goal if their efforts are to
be rew arded.
If you enjoyed watching Maine
native Dick Macomber drive Trim
the Tree to a 1:57.4 win in the
Kentucky Pacing Derby on MPBNTV, drop a line to the Program
Editor, P.O. Box 86, Orono, Maine.
Watch for the Kentucky Futurity
on the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network Oct. 24th at 11:00 p.m,
Channel 10 Presque Isle, Channel 12
Orono, Channel 13 Calais, and at 9:00
p.m. on Channel 26 Biddeford.
4 6 6 7 3
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Herb McKenney hustles Dodie Grable home first In 2:09.3 on July 4, 1962 at
Gorham Raceway where a record handle of $118,760 was wagered by the season’s
largest crowd. Dear Wick with Dick Moody was second and Hal’s Pride finished
third with Clayt Killam of New Bninswick. Gene Cossette drives No. 6 for the
Mot-aka Stock Farm of Rochester, N.H.» «
V ‘
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STAKES DIVISIONS:

R A W S A T IN
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b f, 2, by Latham-Vermont Adios by Meadow A!
Douglas F. & Debbie J. Schmidt, E. Holden, Maine
Driver DAVID INGRAHAM, 11-24-6 1—ORANGE BLUE-WHITE

FRYEBURG FAIR

Wed. Oct.

LEWISTON RACEWAY

Wed. Oct

(FINALS) LEWISTON

Trainer-W. Strout
Scar2:082 1982 11 6 0
1981 0 0 0

1
0

Wed. Oct.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CUMBERLANI

Septembei
TWO YEAR

W W

**

>00-

'

n \/C R I

a a i/
c n * .v
v iv

by Watchful-Ora Abbe by Bronze Star
Achnthg,on3,yA
4johnAAma{0^Portland Maine
5S 7hX

H rivpr! flP IN K NDPTAN 10.4.1 S _ R F fU ^ ftl H.RI SPK

Trainer-L. Norton
Scar2:ll I 1982 10 1

0

2

1. KEYSTONE CURLY (2:29.3 H. Pj
2. Gambletonian
3. Cyrus Ridgecrest
4. T. W. Happiness
5. Studley’s Dream
Also: Knotch Hill Gamble
Track conditions was muddy. Keys
mile and moved to the lead as Studley
up considerable ground after an early
ly.
TWO YEAR OL
1. UNSTABLE SEAN (2 : 15-Dube Go<
2. Our Little Ace
3. B. K. King
4. Chinbro Hawaii
5. Ammonote
Also: Maine Mariner, Jinx Breaker
Unstable Sean extended his streak
seriously threatened in the mile. Our
TWO YEAR OLI
1. RACE ME DREAMBOAT (2:09.1J
2. Wind Sock Surf
3. Pine River Rose
4. Steady Tara
5. Raw Satin
Also: Sayonara
Scr: SuLinda
Race Me Dreamboat settled in behii
mile. She collared the leader at the <

1,388

0 0

TURiTTr VEAI

1. W. W. OVERLOOK (2:13.4-L. Non
2. Easter Cargo
3. Church Bell
4. Joannie C
5. Knotch Hill Gamble
Also: Westridge C.A.M., Burn Baby
W.W. Overlook had the most trot c<
who had led throughout. It was tht
Hurricane Star.
THREE YEAR 01

1. LUCK’S LAZY LADY (2:05.3-R. Si

79 1D Y

br c, 2, by Keystone Gemini-Fury J. by Harold 1.
Richard W. & Susan B. Graves, Presque isle, Maine
Driver-HALSON PARKS, 2-7-19-GREY-RED-GOLD

Trainer-H. Parks
1982 6 0 2 1
1981 0 0 0 0

1,589

5 1

H

2. Lite Me’s Girl
3. Chinbro Steadytime
4. Silver Bullion
5. H.R. Counsel
Also: Sandy’s Birthday, Charla Blue,
Scr: Windsor Fly By, Race Me April
Luck’s Lazy Lady wired the field, tu:
the timer in 2:05.3.
THREE YEAR 01
1. BERT’S E. J. (2:07.4-R. Goodbloo
2. Treat With Love
3. Race Me Fritz
4. Steady Pay Day
5. Gaelic Maiesty
Also: Formal Prince, Speedy Campa
Scr: Gaelic Best Bet
Race Mr. Fritz set the early fractio
well placed Bert’s E.J..Treat With L

D BREEDERS STAKES
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edule For 1982)

a .:&■

n

3 YR. TROT
ACE 2 YR. FILLY RACE

3 YR. FILLY PACE
3 YR. COLT PACE

6

Thurs. Oct. 7

Fri. Oct. 8

3

Fri. Oct. 15

Sat. Oct. 16

20

Fri. Oct. 22

Sat. Oct. 23

* * * ¥ * * ♦ ♦ * * ♦

...

* * * * * * * * * *
B E R T S E. J

WEEK 11 ($15,247)
28
‘ 29, 30 1982
LD TROT $1,898
ks)

W t

$ 4 ,5 6 1-2 ,2 :0 9 4

0681X

br c, 3, by Mr. Suffolk—Maggie's Sister by Harry’s Delight
Hubert W. Simpson, Presque Isle, Maine
(F)Driver-STUART SIMPSON, 3-23-47—BLACK-GREEN-WHITE

■

m m

Trainer S. Simpson
BangQ2:153 1982 4 0 0
Scar2:094 1981 18 1 4

ne Curly was well placed throughout the
Dream broke stride. Gambletonian made
eak. It was ths first win for Keystone CurCOLT PACE $2,112
Wood)

11-10 1 0 $11,746
4- 0 2 0
$941
71 3 2 $3,372
80 2 1 $2,026
7- 0 0 2
$887

*er the two year old colts. He was never
kittle Ace closed stoutly for place.
FILLY PACE $2,085
Childs)
3- 2 0 0 $2,120
73 2 1 $4,614
9 - 1 4 3 $4,080
8- 0 0 2 $1,074
11- 5 0 1 $5,902
Wind Sock Surf after moving early in the
re.
OLD TROT $2,734

m
Mm

■
****-»«*•
m* M
M
E A ST E R C A R G O
$ 4 .8 1 1—2 ,2 :1 1 2

726BX

b g, 3, by Hot Cargo-Candy Bills by Willie Bills
Ramona & Russell Smith, Lewiston, Maine
Driver-RUSSEIL SMITH, 1 2 1 1-25-BROWN-TAN-GREEN

Trainer-R. Smith
Skow2:093 1982 19 4
S c a r2 :ll2 1981 17 3

3
3

5
3

8,050
4 ,8 11

n)

lrn
ning for home, overhauling Easter Cargo
first stakes win for the full brother to

IP

) FILLY PACE $3,294
finer)

Jame Evelyn
ing for home open lengths on top, stopping
■

) COLTS PACE $3,124

-■

ner, Bret’s Bigshot
i, but tired late in the mile, giving way to
re was a fast closing third.

I I
I A 7 V
L U V IV 9 L A c i
$ 1 5 ,5 1 2 -2 ,2 :0 6

I A nv
L .M U Y
0776 X

b f, 3, by Scotch Banker-Luck Ahead by Hillsota
PeterK.Hanley,Gardiner,Maine
Dwer-BERNARDCHARLTON,5-21-36-RED-YELLOW-BLACK

Trainer-S. Hanley
Bang2:052 1982 10 4
Wind2:06 1981 19 14

1
1

2 4,814
1 15.512

The King Has Returned......

'^Mountain Skipper
Unquestionably the greatest harness horse in New England history
and the magnificent sire of 10 in 2:00 is back in Massachusetts.
Now Standing At SAWMILL STUD For Only $1,500 (Live Foal)
All Mountain Skipper foals eligible to the new and exciting $400,000 Massachusetts Sire Stakes
and the $100,000 New England Sire Stakes

‘The great Mountain Skipper makes his final raceway appearance at Rockingham
Park. The only horse to ever win two 2:00 miles at Rockingham, Mountain Skipper

also set an all-time record of 1:59.4 at Fryeburg, Maine in the final month of his
spectacular career. Now he's back home in New England."

MOUNTAIN SKIPPER

The fastest living son of Dale Frost (sire of Meadow Skipper).

MOUNTAIN SKIPPER

$304,876, 16 winning “ two minute” miles
Mark of T-1:56.L

MOUNTAIN SKIPPER

The Nation’s Aged Pacer of the Year — 1973.
New England Pacer of the Year — 1971-1972-1973.
New England Harness Hall of Fame’s first inductee.

MOUNTAIN SKIPPER

Sire of full brothers, Mountain Lawyer, 1:55.1 (1982) and Mountain K.O.,
1:56 (1981). Also, Blaze Skipper, 2,1:58.2 and L.C.’s Skipper, 3,1:57.4. Sire
of multiple $100,000 winners and New York Sire Stakes winners, including
I Marilyn, the leading NYSS two-year-old filly pacer of 1982.

all in a conventional sulky.

The legendary Mountain Skipper is back where he electrified horsemen and fans alike.
BOOK NOW as we expect Mountain Skipper’s book to be full for 1983 at an early date.
Make all inquiries to:
Roger Slobody, Sawmill Stud,
Amherst, Massachusetts

L.P. Pomp, a two year old filly owned by Alice Garrity of North Reading, wins the Foxboro leg of the Mass. Sire Stakes in 2:09.1 for driver/trainer Elmer Smith.
By KC Johnson

The M assachusetts Sires’ Stakes
completed racing on the fair circuit
and cam e to Foxboro this week for
the first of three legs. The two-yearolds raced on Thursday, with the
three-year-olds going to post on
Friday.
In the two-year-old colt division,
Farbro Monty (American ShadowCoalmont G.) left from the one hole
and handily defeated a field of three
pacers 2:09.1. Driven by Jim
Morrill, Farbro Monty increased his
lifetime earnings to $7,413. Last of
Mick was second with Sharp Lee

Max third.
The tw o-year-old filly ra c e
provided one of the more exciting
races of the evening. Nina’s Girl
(Lord Tar Heel-Buttonwood Nina)
set a :28.3 first quarter and a 1:00.3
first half-mile to draw away by 10
lengths. She began to fade, though,
and was passed midway through the
stretch by L.P. Pomp (E lm er
Smith), who won by two lengths in
2:09.1. The Alice G arrity owned
entry took a lifetime m ark while
winning her sixth race in eight
starts.

The three-year-olds were kicked
off by the trotters. Bonnie T.C.
(Spencer Esquire-Angelic Hanover)
and C ruiser’s Clipper (C ruiser
Hanover-Valiant Lady) battled for
early command by he quarter-pole
in 31 seconds. Bonnie T.C. gradually
drew away, and, after setting a slow
third quarter, trotted home in :30.1
to win by a length and a half, setting
a new lifetime m ark. C ruiser’s
Clipper held on for second with
County Lu third.
The three-year-old fillies have
been dominated by Myrtle Turtle,
and this week was no different. The

speedy d au g h ter of A m erican
Shadow went wire-to-wire to defeat
six other fillies in 2:09. Driven by
Robert Cross, Myrtle Turtle upped
her seasonal earnings to $15,478.
There was no surprise in the threeyear-old colt division as F arbro
Mike went wire-to-wire to win by
seven open lengths. The awesome
son of American Shadow paced the
final half-mile in 1:00 .2 to defeat
N ehru’s Idol and Falmouth Knight.
H.E. Rodney closed well after an
early break to be fourth, but it was
all Farbro Mike as he increased his
lifetime earnings to $59,120.

S.O.A.N.E. Picnic
The annual S.O.A. sponsored served under the direction of Paul
horsem en’s picinic, held Monday, Vacca and Ricco, who m anages the
August 2, was once again blessed by track kitchen. Paul and his chief
excellent weather. The more than assistant cook, Peter Blood, kept the
500 horsemen and their families ham burgers and hot dogs coming,
were treated to a fun day filled with and Ricco and his crew sup
activity from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Games plemented those with corn on the
for the children were under the cob , clam chowder, steam ed
supervision of Cindy W inters. clam s, and several salads. W ater
E sther B arker and Joan Smith kept melon and a beautiful four-tiered
the ladies occupied with several c a k e , d o n a t e d b y t r a c k
contests throughout the afternoon. managem ent, were served with
Jim m y Winters and brother-in-law, coffee for dessert.
Bob Stanley, handled the duties of When it was announced the prizes
the horseshoe pitching contest, would be awarded and door prizes
which consisted of over 50 con drawn, one might have mistook the
testants. Last y ear’s winners, Ron rush of children to be first in line as a
McArthur and Jim Tacy, emerged back-to-school sale at Bradlees. Not
once again as this y ear’s champs, true, as they had learned they were
but certainly not before several hard to be rew arded with dollar bills for
fought eliminations. In the finals prizes. More than one hundred
they had to battle a pair of ($100) were given out much to the
newcomers to Foxboro in Billy children’s delight. Prizes for the
P ark er, Jr. and Colen Mosher who women and men’s events were
proved to be formidable opponents distributed along with the drawing
as they were just photoea out. As of the door prizes which consisted of
usual, the main attraction of the day ten(10) tw in lo b ste r d in n e rs,
was the egg-throwing contest. Over d o n a t e d b y t h e r a c e w a y
100 husbands, wives, boyfriends, and m anagem ent. The grand prize was a
girlfriends participated. The un space saver clock radio which was
believable distance of 60 feet was won by Dottie Beckwith.
reached before the last three couples Hubert Barker and John Winters,
were reduced to two which had to the S.O.A. ’s tire le s s w orking
make two tosses to break a tie twosome, made sure everything was
between Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Aldrich operating on schedule and running
and Mr. & Mrs. A1 Fortune, the smoothly. Jackie Lee Williams Band
la tte r couple making the final toss provided music from 4 to 8 p.m. for
successfully. There were certainly everyone’s listening and dancing
some enjoyable moments as the pleasure.
In addition to those already
e g g s a n a p a r tic ip a n ts w e re
eliminated simultaneously. As one mentioned, the following people
participant so aptly put it, “ where deserve the gratitude and thanks of
else can you bust an egg in your the S.O.A. for volunteering their
husband’s face and get a prize for tim e and services to make the day
memorable, Rosie Vacca, Tracy
it.”
From 12 to 5 p.m., a continuous Smith, Doug McNeil, Ricky Flan
assortm ent of food and drink was ders, and Roger and Noella Proulx.
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Continuing on Thursday, Friday, Saturday
with Post: 7:45
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The RIGHT TRACK

An Unbeatable Opportunity!

T.N.T.’s BAMBINO
(Y ankee Bambino — My Tutu By Speedy C ount)
FACT:

T h e n e w a n d e x c i t i n g M a s s a c h u s e tts S ire S ta k e s
p rogram is valued a t $ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 and reaching fo r m ore.

FACT:

Until now th ere hasn’t been a tro ttin g sire with the
cre d e n tia ls to d o m in ate th is new stak es program .

FACT:

That all changes now.

“T.N.TAs Bambino Has Arrived

”

T.N.T.’s BAMBINO:
The Outstanding Quarter-Million Dollar
Winning Son Of Hambletonian Heat Winner
“ Yankee Bambino”

Now Stands At

SAWMILL STUD

Am herst, M assachusetts

Introductory Stud Fee: $1,000 (L ive F oal)
Contact: R oger Slobody At (6 1 7 ) 867-9337 Or (4 1 3 ) 256-0816
(Early Bookings Are Strongly Suggested)

*A11 Foals Also Eligible To The $100,000 (Est.) New England Sire Stakes

T.N.T.’s BAMBINO
$242,261
2, 2:03.4
3, 2:03.2
4, 2:01.2

An early speed, hard-hitting trotter; multiple winner of New Jersey Sire
Stakes events at 2 and 3, including the NJSS final at the Meadowlands and the
$119,400 Charlie Smith Memorial Trot at Freehold — Voted New Jersey, twoyear-old tro tter of the year — beat Smokin’ Yankee in grand circuit racing.
j
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(H.B.R., ADV)

N iatross — th a t’s a combination of
words taken from his parents,
N iagara Dream and Albatross —
ON THE RAIL had been living a sparking fife at
Castleton Farm in Lexington where
he
was bred to 201 m ares last year —
by P H I L P I NE S
his first year in the breeding
rr v
v
1 business. And so he has a huge room
N iatrO SS Moves lo New York with a view, protected by cinder
block, fire re ta rd a n t oak, an
Sirens wailed, champagne flowed, autom atic sprinkler system, as well
speeches were made, a green ribbon as a video cam era that monitors his
was cut. And in the midst of it all every move.
stood Niatross. As big and sleek as
Why all this concern for a little ole
could be, looking splendid and rested horsey? There are reasons: some
even after journeying 20 hours by with dollar signs in front of them ;
iorse van from his old Kentucky others with other kinds of num bers.
home far away.
In his first year of racing, for
The pacing cham pion’s new exam ple, as a two-year-old, N iatross
residence is a half-million dollar won all of his 13 race starts and
palace specially constructed on the collected $604,900 for his owners.
Pine Hollow Stud Farm near Pine That was nice. The next year he won
Bush (New York) where security twice as many races and more than
and safety are synonymous with
as much money. That did it.
food and water. And for good twice
No
more
racing for Niatross. Off the
reason: this super horse is now track. Into
the stud barn.
valued at 30 million and con
That first stud barn was at
servative estim ates of his earning
power as a stallion begin at six Castleton Farm in Kentucky and
million dollars a year! T here’s gold they had the scare of their lifetime
— four-legged gold — in them thar when a barn, loaded with hay, ex
ploded in flames on a bitter evening
hills of Orange County.

********** N.A.S.R.C. Study

* * * * * * * *

The Executive Committee of the
• The NASRC veterinary-chem ist
National Association of State Racing advisory committee would meet
Commissioners has provisionally during October 1982 to discuss
accepted a proposal on medication protocol for a study on the masking
research put forth by the National effect of phenylbutazine in blood and
H o r s e m e n ’s B e n e v o l e n t a n d urine testing. If that protocol is not
Protective Association.
agreeable to both groups, the aboveHBPA president Ed Fling had mentioned four-person com m ittee
proposed a research effort that would m eet at the earliest possible
would provide “ a solution to the date and select an independent panel
medication problem acceptable to of scientific experts to develop ac
the industry and the F e d e ra l ceptable protocol.
g o v e rn m e n t” by studying the
• Once protocol has been agreed
“ masking effects” of furosemide on by the NASRC and HBPA, funds
and phenylbutazone. He said the would sta rt to be raised for the
HBPA was prepared to support necessary research which will cost
some of the work with its own funds. an estim ated $50,000 to $100,000. The
The NASRC Executive Committee HBPA is willing to fund p a rt of this
agreed to the proposal, provided study and will assist in raising ad
th at the research be expanded to ditional funds.
include the pharmacological effect
• The four-person com m ittee will
of the two medications.
select three laboratories to do the
“ In the com m ittee’s view, the two research. Deadline for the com
i s s u e s — m a s k i n g a n d p h a r  pletion of this study will be M arch
m a co lo g ica l e ffe c t—can n o t be 31,1983.
se p a ra te d in m aking inform al
In his response for the NASRC,
decisions governing the use of either Schweder said, “ In general, the
m edication,” W arren D. Schweder, NASRC executive committee ap
NASRC executive vice president, proves of the HBPA’s proposal to
told Flint in a letter reporting the study the m asking effects of
C oncerning re se a rc h on the furosemide and phenylbutazone in
m asking effects of furosemide, Flint blood and urine, but it strongly urges
proposed:
th at the research be expanded to
• The NASRC and HBPA would include a study of the duration of
each appoint two persons to a active pharm acological effect of the
com m ittee which would m eet prior two medications.
to October 1, 1982, and agree on the
“ It is the sense of the com m ittee
selection of an independent panel of th at the research proposal approved
scientific experts to review existing by representatives of our two
research on the masking effects of organizations on June 10 at New
furosemide in blood and urine B o lto n C e n te r m o r e n e a r l y
testing. This committee would also represents the kind of program that
agree on guidelines under which the should be undertaken. N evertheless,
scientific panel would work. All if you agree to the necessity of
scientists who have done research in broadening the project as suggested
this area would be invited to subm it here, our president will appoint two
their work for scrutiny. The panel representatives to the com m ittee
would be asked to complete its study without delay. Further, although we
and issue a final re p o rt by are without resources ourselves, we
D ecem ber 31,1982
will assist in any fund-raising effort
• The leadership of the NASRC appropriate to our role.
and the HBPA would agree to
recom m end the results of the study
“ Finally, the committee desires
to their representatives in each th at I emphasize again th at the
racing jurisdiction.
NASRC’s m edication guidelines
• The HBPA is willing to pay p art evolved from the best scientific
or all the cost of this study.
information available at the tim e
C o n c e r n i n g r e s e a r c h on and th at the same high standards
phenylbutazone, Flint proposed:
should pertain to their am endm ent.”

in Jan u ary of ’81. Fourteen Stan
dardbred broodm ares were killed in
th a t fire but Niatross had been
stabled in another barn some
distance away and not affected. B ret
Hanover, who, like Niatross was a
Pacing Triple Crown winner as well
as a multiple-elected Horse of The
Y ear, stood at Castleton F arm , too,
but was away from the danger.
Something else broke out after
th a t scary and tragic episode — a
t
court battle as to where the mighty
horse would make his stand. A New
Jersey Superior Court judge settled
the question on August 6 when he
ruled that Niatross could be moved
to the State of New York. A little
over a month later the horse van I
rolled out of Castleton with one
passenger aboard and all roads led
to Pine Hollow Stud.
N iatross becomes one of 260
Standardbred stallions registered in
the state at 200 registered farm s. The breeding industry pours roughly
$300 million into the economy each Niatross will make his debut in New York
y ear — nothing to sneeze at. And an for the 1983 breeding season.
additional seven million bucks are pacing champion on the E m pire
handed over to horsem en who State scene will have hundreds,
participate in the New York Sire m aybe thousands, of m are owners
Stakes program . The arriv al of the singing, “ I Love New Y ork.”

The Brown Jug Merger Emerges
With M erger winning this y e a r’s
Little Brown Jug at Delaware, Ohio,
the jury is still out as to which 1982
three-year-old is the best.
Reined by John Campbell, M erger
won the Jug final in 1:56 3/5 after
capturing the 1st division in 1:55 3/5.
The second division w ent to
McKinzie Almahurst in 1:56 1/5 for
Billy Haughton and division three
was taken by Temujin, “ The Little
Iron W arrior” in 1:54 3/5 for driver
Billy O’Donnell.
Among the three-year-olds, there
is no clear-cut stand-out as the field
is well bunched. The Jersey Cup
went to No Nukes; Battle of B ran
dywine to Icarus Lobell; Cane Pace
and P rix d’Ete, to Cam Fella;
A m erican National to Lon-Todd

By b o b l o w e l l

H an o v er; B attle of S a ra to g a ,
E litis t; M eadow land P a c e to
Hilarion; Gaines Memorial, Rompin
Home; Oliver Wendell Holmes and
D ancer M em orial to McKinzie
A lm ahurst; and the Adios was
captured by Higher Power.
With the 1982 harness racing
s ea s o n swinging into
the
hom estretch, driver W alter Case,
J r. of Maine is making a big bid to
catch Herve Filion in the race for the
drivers title.
The latest USTA figures shows
Filion on top with 338 wins, but case
is close-up with 333 and
Billy
O’Donnell is third with 270.
New Englander John Hogan is
currently ranked ninth nationally
with 208 victories.

Merger wins the Little Brown Jug at Delaware Ohio for John Campbell The
Albatross-Ladykin Hanover colt boosted his lifetime earnings to $414,107.

MILES END STEVE
The Race Horse:

The Breeding:
By Most Happy Fella, 3,1:55

P, 2,2:02.4
3, 1:57.1
4, 1:56.2

Triple Crown Winner and One
Of The Legendary Sires Of All-Time
Most Happy Fella Has Totally
Dominated The New York Sire Stakes

Colt Speed, Durability
Consistency

Dam: Nib’s Sister, 2:02.4, Dam
Of 3 in 1:56

Winner of $150,000 Including
Several Junior Invitationals
At The Meadlowlands

Miles End Steve is The Full-Brother
To The Fastest Full Sisters In
Harness Racing History:
Miles End Brenda, 1:56.1
Miles End Dianne, 1:56.3

Standing His Second Season At Stud
$1,500 (Live Foal)

M iles End Steve

Standing At

In Front!

SAWMILL STUD

Contact: Roger Slobody at (617) 867-9337 or

Amherst, Massachusetts

(413) 256-0816

A Can’t Miss Stallion Sensation
In The New and E xciting $400,000
M assachuetts Sire Stakes

(All Foals Also Eligible To The $100,000 (E s t) New England Sire Stakes)
........................

* '* (H.i A,'adV)

Broodmare Of The Month
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Few Shadow Wave m ares can
boast delivering consecutive foals
by Fine Time and Hotline. Except
for the flashy topside sire, there was
nothing to recommend Winging
Wave, so her career as a producer
was short term and of no significant
value.
Hotline was a Michigan son of
Airliner, but Fine Time is more
fam iliar. This son of Good Time has
suffered falsely through his ex
tended stud career in Maine. He
replaced no sire of note, and his
books always were as full as any
sires of the day. Every year he sent
crop after crop of useful race horses.
His stud fee was $500 and his colts
rarely brought that amount at sales.
M ares in foal needed to be sold with
stud fee to follow; or they would not
bring $500 either.
Fine Time was continually the
butt of paddock jokes. Now th at his
c aree r is finished, there is no doubt
he will never be clssified among the
top stallions of the era, but con
sidering the m ares he served, he
returned them better foals than they
had a right to expect.
Occasionally one of his sons broke
out and raced conditioned races in
the top tracks, and one, Fine Note
achieved a reputation as one of the
hardest hitting of the Metropolitan
claim ers.
Miss Happy Time is the first Fine
Time daughter to stand up and be
noticed.
She was a common race horse, not
earning her keep, and taking a m ark
as a four-year-old in 2:08.1.
She was bred to Coral Ridge,
completing a New England con-

NOTICE! DUE IN OCT.

Miss Happy Time
nection, and something surprising
and m agical happened. The cross
clicked.
F irst came Copper Ridge, a tough
conditioned race horse now ap
proaching $50,000 in earnings and
returning to form with 4 sum m er
wins at Scarborough. The last was
historic, for Copper Ridge carried
Paul Battis to his 2,000th career win.
But the second breeding to Coral
Ridge was even more spectacular.
Raym ond took no m ark at two and
earned only $5,200 at three, this year
at Scarborough he first appeared in
a qualifier, a likely possibility.
After flirting with the shadows and
covering all parts of the track, *
Raym ond paced a mile around 2:05.
Onlookers speculated what the tim e
would have been had he travelled in
a straight course.
An outlaw, Race Secretary Eliot
Tracy rem em bers Raymond as “ the
horse I last saw in a van going down
Route 1.”
He was not the kind of pacer a
R ace Secretary could easily handle.
He was too fast for the cheap horses,
and too erratic for the good ones.
But after a 1:57 win at Foxboro,
R aym ond continued South. At
Roosevelt he was a B pacer, a
p ro d u c tiv e co n d itio n ed h o rse .
Someone managed to get him
around the track among the re st of
the horses.
There was just enough class in
Fine Time, and Coral Ridge as well
to ignite speed enough to keep pace
in 1982, and just enough wooly un
predictability to make the result
interesting as well.

Maine MARES-BRED LIST

Stallion Owners Please Send To:
,Mr. Tom Webster — Maine Harness Racing
Commission, State House Station No. 28
Augusta, Maine 04333
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Research Report
You h av e h e a rd th e te rm
“ m ethane digester” and may have
only a general idea of what it means
and what one could mean for you
and your farm .
Actually, the term should be
“ a n a e r o b i c d i g e s t e r ’’, s i n c e
m ethane is the product of the
digestion, not the m aterial digested.
The process is one by which
organic m aterial, in the absence of
oxygen, is converted by bacterial
action into methane (natural gas),
carbon dioxide and traces of other
gasses. The resulting “ biogas” can
be converted into useful form s of
energy.
The m anure produced by a dairy
cow can be converted to about 50
cubic feet biogas per day, which has
an energy content of about 30,000
B.T.U.’s There are many ways to
use biogas. Internal combustion
engines can be converted to biogas
without much trouble or expense.
Gas applieances can be modified to
use it. It can be used for the
generation of electricity and heat.
These days, with increased energy
costs and pollution concerns, the

Methane Digester

option of anaerobic digestion of
agricultural wastes appears more
enticing every year, and is an at-'
tractive possibility for many fa r
m ers. However, questions of costs,
energy available and the tim e it will
take for a unit to pay for itself must
be considered.
Over the past six years, a research
team at Cornell University has
developed a sim ple c o m p u te r
program to sort out the questions
th a t determ ine the feasibility of the
installation of such a digester in
individual farm s. This program is
now available for public use, at a fee
of $40 for people outside of the State
of New York. This program is not a
complete feasibility study, which
would cost from $400 to $500 if done
by a consultant, but gives a farm er
the basic facts and figures needed to
d eterm ine w hether or not an
anaerobic digester would make good
sense on the individual farm .
A simple questionnaire for the
needed information is available
through the Division of Resource
Development, Statehouse Station
No. 28, Augusta 04333.

Miss Happy Time and her most recent foal by Romano Hanover.

Obituaries

William Hamilton

MILLINOCKET — William G. Hamilton, 58, died Wednesday at his Smith Pond
home.
He was born in Manchester, N.H. Sept. 7, 1924, the son of William and Mary
Gould Hamilton.
Hamilton was the owner and manager of the Millinocket Siding Co. He was a
member of the Elks Lodge, the Maine Harness Horse Association and StandardBred Owners Association.
He is survived by his wife, Charlotte King Hamilton of Millinocket; a son,
William E. Hamilton of Manchester; three daughters, Linda Lefebvre, Donna
Colley and Barbara Bohan, all of Manchester; two stepsons, Walter Wilson of
Saco and Ronald Wilson of Madison; a sister, Mae Gilbert of Salem, N.H.; seven
grandchildren; and six'stepgrandchildren.
He has raced a number of harness horses on the New England circuit with
Russell Lampher as trainer/driver. The good allowance mare, Determined
Squirt, has been his best campaigner recently.

----------------- -----------------------------------------Ralph Baldwin
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Noted harness horse trainer Ralph N. Baldwin, winner of
the prestigious Hambletonian two times, died Sunday morning in Pompano Beach,
Florida. He was 66 and had been in ill health for some time.
A native of western Canada, Baldwin learned the art of traininghorses from his
father. He first achieved national prominence with the pacer Dr. Baker in the ear
ly 1940’s.
It was as a developer of trotters, however, that Baldwin enjoyed his greatest
acclaim. His skill and patience in his profession yielded such champions as the
trotting Triple Crown winner Speedy Scot ($650,909 in earnings) and 1973
Hambletonian winner Flirth.
Baldwin also trained the 1959 Hambletonian winner Diller Hanover, but gave
friend Frank Ervin the drive behind Diller Hanover in harness racing’s greatest
classic. Baldwin drove Tie Silk and finished second.
Among Baldwin’s other champions were Dartmouth, Race Time, Egan
Hanover, Scotch Rhythm, Way Wave, Snow Speed, Hoot Song, Nimble Colby,
Spectator, Quick Song, Geranium, and Scotch Jewel.
Baldwin had suffered from heart problems in recent years and his last com
petitive drive was in 1978.

H arness, driver, Shelly Goudreau
born in Chatham, Ontario, Canada
May 27, 1948 died in Inglewood,
California on September 2, 1982. The
thirty-four year old Goudreau was
catch-driving the pacer, R egan’s
Lad, at Hollywood P a rk and
received a critical head injury when
the horse’s bit broke shortly after
leaving the gate. He was rushed to
the hospital for six hours of
em ergency brain surgery, but never
regained consciousness.
In 1974 Shelly w as second
nationally to Herve Filion in dashes
won. He received his license to drive
in 1966 and within two years had won
him self out of Windsor Racew ay. In
1977 his 83 wins at Hollywood P ark
was a new record for a single meet.
For the past two seasons he was
extrem ely successful at c atch 
driving Stakes winners. This y ear at
the Meadowlands he won a 1:54.3 leg
of the Driscole F.F.A. Series with
Willow Wiper.
Goudreau had more than 2,200
wins and lifetim e earnings of
$12,813,230.
/

Shelly Goudreau
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John Hogan

A Driver With Class

ROMALONG

By K.C. Johnson

P. TT. 1:58.1
If you asked most regular Foxboro Hogan. And the record shows it:
patrons who they think is the best nearly $75,000 earned this year.
(Good Time-Gilda Guy-Guy Abby)
driver there, the answer would be
Hogan’s notoriety is not from his
John Hogan. This year, as in 1980 fa s t horses, but ra th e r from
and 1981, Hogan is way ahead of all claim ers. His consistent driving
other drivers in every driving with all horses is what has im  The leading Son of Good Time standing in N.E. As a two-year-old, a Grand
category. He is currently the leader pressed most regulars. It is for this Circuit winner of over $20,000.00. Won over Columbia George, Most Happy
in num ber of drives (651), num ber of reason he is known as “ King of the Fella, Keystone Ore, Steady Star.
wins (173), and U.D.R. (.431). His C laim ers,” Among his successful
stable also houses the leading claim ers have been Royal Joseph Won Count B. Stakes setting a new record.
train er, Diane Hellen (147 wins, .423 (who he bought for $500, and won
U .D .R.).
eighteen races with the next year), Romalong has sent seven crops to the races including the following:
John Hogan was born on June 25, E sta Davis (2:05.1), Miss Chase
1943, in Malboro, Mass., which is (2:03), Cing A. Sept. (2:01.4), 1) Gi Gi Lemy 2:00.2
where he still lives. His father (long Treboh Rob (2:02.4), and Com- 2) Ghost Ranger P. 3,2:01m — State Sire Champion
tim e driver Jam es Hogan) had him m anche Kash (2:04.2). His newest 3) Spartacus Ranger 2:01 Kentucky Fair Circuit Champion for 1980.
jogging horses when he was five addition to this list is the four-yearyears old. This was nothing special old m are Bi BiCal, who has won 4) Range Buck 2:01.1m
for the young Hogan; it was just a twelve races this year.
5) Lavish Ranger P.2, 2:07 State Fair Track Champion
chore. By the time he was in the fifth
Hogan’s philosophy on claim ers is
grade, he was taking care of four simple. “ It doesn’t do anyone any Romalong’s trademark is proven consistency, every two out of three of his
horses.
good to race a horse above its worth
Hogan received his fair license just so you can keep them .” As a foals have race marks.
when he was fifteen, and th at year testim ony to this, the Hogan Stable
drove at the Groton (M ass.) F air. lost twenty-five horses in claiming
By the next sum m er he had driven races last year. Only two ended up
Remember!!! Go with a proven sire!!!
at the fairs in New H am pshire and being worth the money that was put'
Connecticut. Hogan was given his up for them.
Fee $1,000.
provisional license the next year,
As for his future, Hogan says that
graduated from high school, and he will stay at Foxboro as long as it
went on to St. Anselm’s (N.H.) is a “ viable operation.” He is con
College. While in college, he drove cerned about the reopening of
w e e k e n d s a t H i n s d a l e a n d Rockingham, especially if the two
Rockingham, and also drove some of track s do not go back to their split
$101,757 l:57.3h
his fath er’s horses at the Foxboro
sum m er meets.
(Overtrick-Elite Lady-Sampson Hanover)
After graduating from college
Hogan taught for a year, but then
The fastest record stallion on a half mile track standing for the Mass. Sire
stopped to devote all his tim e to
Stakes.
harness racing. His early career
was frustrating. Hogan could be
This is a fast race horse that has competed against the toughest in the N.Y.
seen driving at Green Mountain,
H insdale, Lewiston, and Cum
and N.J. tracks.
berland, trying to prove his worth.
This is a terrific value at the low introductory fee of:
One m eet at Rockingham, he was
the leading driver with an U.D.R. of
over .500. The im m ediate result; one
more horse for the winter.
$750.00
While in his late twenties, after
several years with only mediocre
' results, Hogan made a com m itm ent
that, if not successful in the next
year, he would get out of harness
racing and do something else. He
$189,744 l:59.2f
never had to carry out his vow.
Things, inexplicably, just started to John Hogan of Marlboro, Mass, is a top
(Coffee Break-Ensign Delight-Ensign Hanover)
fall in place. The rest is now history. New England tralner/driver with over
Hogan has not had many “ fa st”
2000 wins to his credit.
horses in his career. Shield Point m eet schedule. He also says th at he.
was his first Invitational horse that will race a few of his better horses in From a small crop that will be racing in 1983, they have excellent confor
mation and good pacing ability.
he trained and drove. He later raced New Jersey this winter.
The Saddler G.B., who was con
As for his current success, no one Book early as Brazil's book is beginning to fill rapidly.
sidered by many to be a th re a t to can say that it is not well-earned.
Ripping Chief’s track record before From driving at Green Mountain a t >
he shipped on to The Meadowlands. — 30° to trucking eighty miles in 90°
His newest Invitational entry is the heat to Hinsdale, Hogan has cerFee $500.00
F aro brother’s, Truman. “ He is the jtainly paid his dues. He can now sit
best horse I ’ve ever had, speedwise back and reap the rew ards of his Hyridge Farm has foaling pens, a veterinarian on call 24 hours a day, and
an d c o n s is te n c y (w is e ),” sa y s hard work.
closed circuit TV, to watcn the foaling.

HIGH HOPE RICK

BRAZIL

Roger Smith To Audubon
FOXBORO, Mass. — Edw ard
Keelan recently announced the
appointm ent of Maine native Roger
D. Smith to the position of General
M anager to that half-mile w estern
Kentucky oval.
F orm er
M anager
Edw ard
Callahan
returns
to
the
m anagem ent staff of New England
H arness, Foxboro, M assachusetts,
which is also headed by Keelan.
Smith
joined
the
Keelan
organization in M arch of this year
with an extensive background as a
harness and thoroughbred official.
For the past ten years Smith has
been involved in race track
I m anagem ent, most recently as

G eneral M anager of Fairm ont P ark
in Collinsville, Illinois.
“ We were indeed fortunate to have
on our staff a man of Roger’s ability
when Mr. Callahan’s east coast
responsibilities became such th at
impossible for him to divide his
attentions
between
two
race
tra c k s,” Keelan said.
Smith contributed to the inception
of The New England Sires Stakes
and comes to Audubon just as the
track debuts the $30,000 World
Tower Stake which offers open
paces for both two and three-year
olds. There are also four legs of the
Kentucky Sires Stake this fall at
Audubon*

We can foal out your mare and breed it back on the first foaling period
without having either the mare or the foal travel at such a young age. Call
for prices.

Hyridge Farms
Alger St.
W inchendon, Mass, 01475
Pres. G. R. C orbosiero
617-297-1050
617-297-2424

617-297-1067

Come And Enjoy Our H ospitality At....

LAVISH ACRES OPEN HOUSE
“M aine’s N ew est S ta n d a rd b red B reedin g A n d B oardin g F acility

55

Saturday, O ctober 23rd 1:00-5:00 P.M.
R efreshm ents W ill Be Served
Watch For Signs 7.1 Miles From Lewiston Raceway On Rt. 202 In Greene, Maine

Horsemen Welcome!
Basil Kellis

Owner

Frank Withee

Farm Manager

FOR SALE — “ Dark Island Lad”

Broodm are For Sale

WEANLING TROTTING COLT

MOONGLOWER ie .4

BLITZEN -

DERRINGER -

SHARPSHOOTER

A Big Rugged Colt With Excellent Conformation.
Eligible for New England and New Hampshire Sire Stakes.

(Royal Blackstone — Willola’s Girl)
Free-Legged Pacer Earned Over $88,000.

Half-Brother To Bobcat Sue 2:01.3 and Histionic 2:03.4

In Foal To Romano Hanover

Asking $5,000.
W ill Consider Reasonable Offer
Warren and Betty MacConnell
Braeside Farm
RFD No. 1 Box 15 West Brookfield, Mass.

01585

Mass Sires Stakes Eligible
Call 603-888-3103 After 6:00 P.M.

Tel. 4 1 3 -4 3 6 -7 4 4 4

N O T IC E t

PLEASE CONTACT EDITOR
IMMEDIATELY IF YOU PLAN TO ADVERTISE
IN NORTHEAST HARNESS TEL. 2 0 7 -2 8 2 -9 2 9 5

For Sale

WINTER TRAINING
Little River Farm — Pinehurst, North Carolina
$18 Per Day Contact: Gordon Corey
C/O Remington, RFD No. 1, Cumberland, Me. 04021
207-829-5277

“S om eth in g f o r E veryo n e ! ”
Good-Caliber, Well-Bred

Yearlings and Weanlings by Nevele Thunder, Coral Ridge,
Sundance Skipper and Ata Crown.

TROTTERS & PACERS
Mostly Young Stock — Records Start At 2:01

Exceptional Weanling Filly by Sundance Skipper Out of
Torra’s Tempest (Tempered Yankee-Torrabyrd)
Contact: Jackie Brown

Jericho, Vt. 802-899-2298

Priced Accordingly — Am Going South For The Wintei
Call: 207-829-3381 (Before 8:30 A.m. Or After 5:00 P.M.

66Good O pportu n ity To Get In
The Business Or E xpand Your Stable. 99

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
“Maine’s Showplace”
Presents
The 1982 Season In R eview

By LLOYD JOHNSON

Catch-driver supreme, Freeman Parker, receives congratulations at Scarborough Downs after winning with My Bill Forwood for owners Alroy and Eastlyn Chow

Once again we reach the end of the
season here at Scarborough Downs.
As in the past another file chock full
of mem ories will be stored away, as
the buttoning-up process begins at
M aine’s Showplace.
Looking back at the past 118
program s which constituted the 1982
campaign, the top memory has to be
the em ergence of a young State of
Maine native as one of the very best
drivers in the nation this year.
Walter Case, Jr., showed flashes of
future promise last year, and put it
all together this year while bringing
national attention to both himself,
and Scarborough Downs.
Casey will wind up the season with
aver 250 victories, thus sm ashing the
all-time record w h i c h had been
held by William P arker, Jr. by over
35 visits to the infield W inner’s
Circle area. He has been listed in
second place nationally all sum m er
tong, close on the heels/ of Hall of
fa rm e r Herve Filion, and then
aecame the youngest driver in the
listory of the harness-racing sport
:o join the “ Mr. 1,000” drivers club,
[t is a fair assumption that the
Walter Case, Jr. record of over 250vins in one season will stand for
/e ars to come, quite a tribute to
‘C asey,” a very talented team ster
and one of the finest youngsters we
lave ever met along the Pine Tree
Dircuit! Hats off to “ Casey,” he’s
surely headed for the big tim e, we
it Scarborough Downs wish him
he very best in future seasons,
vhere ever he may be racing with
hose talented hands!
Another top story on the current
;eason has to be the “ annual” return
>f the great My Bill Forwood to the
Downs. On September 5th, “ Bill”
nade his third appearance in the
^residents Pace, and provided a
•epeat of last years 1:58.4 Track,
md State of Maine record over a

half-mile oval. Beyond a shadow of a
doubt, “ Bill” established himself as
the very best State of Maine owned
horse, and is perhaps the finest
pacing machine ever to race for
Maine owners, in this case, those
owners being Eastlyn and Alroy
Chow of Presque Isle.
For talented catch-driver
F reem an P arker, who provided a
s u p e r b p e r f o r m a n c e in t h a t
Presidents Pace, I’m sure it will be a
m em ory of a lifetime. Next y ear will
be Bill’s final year at the races, at
which tim e he will be retired to
“ stud,” quite a bonus for the local
area, and one that the local hor
sem en will be looking forward to.
Looking at the racing action
throughout the nightly program s,
there are surely a host of out
standing perform ers. Horses such as
P resstim e Collins, who dominated
most of the Late Closing Stakes
events this year, Jody G rattan N., a
form er lower class claim er who
captured eight straight victories for
new owner Joseph Brim of Scar
borough, Form al Misty, a young
pacer who overcam e many physical
problem s to become a bonafide
“ Winners-Over” class winner in late
season, Flashy Tone, as promising a
young pacer as we have seen in
Maine, who rem ains undefeated
through his last six starts for Steve
Brown of Norway, and F ast Pete,
who pretty much dominated those
Sunday afternoon Preferred Class
events for Paul Battis.
Others not to be overlooked would
include Big Hugh, the gam e “ Rags
to R iches” Invitational Class horse
who won both the Dirigo Pace
(2:00.1) and the Mid Sum m er
Classic (1:59.3); Rebecca Jean,
M aine’s finest young filly, who
stepped to a new Track Record for
four-year old m ares with a 2:00.3
effort before being injured in late
August.

It was a fantastic season for twoyear-olds at the Downs. E arly it was
Super Spud, Male Chauvinist, and
Unstable Sean at the top of the
listings, later on, perhaps saving the
best for last, it was Phantom R acer,
as fine a “ baby-pacer” as ever
graced a State of Maine oval.
Looking at the Claiming ranks,
where the bulk of the nightly
program s derive from, it is very
tough to place one nam e over
another. Night after night these
valiant horses put the show on, their
courage and stam ina has earned
them the respect of every horsem en
over the 118 program season. Horses
which come to mind include Race
Me M ariner, a cheap claim er who
has raced all the way up to the
$3,000-level for owner Glenn Perry,
and has provided a new Lifetime
M ark in his last three wins.
The bottom rung $800-claiming
ranks were dominated by Filter
Blend early on, with Diller and
Lunch Meat taking top honors as the
season progressed. At the $1,100
level Phil Lyon’s Brower Power was
a top th reat all sum m er long. Among
the upper rung claim ers, horses
such as Golden Yankee Boy and
Stilts L. showed the way over the
long season.
Among the driving colony, behind
“ C asey” the steadiest perform ers
were Paul Battis, back in Maine full
tim e for the first time in many
years, and Ruel Goodblood Jr.,
always a factor with his steady
driving style. “ Oldtimers” Freem an
P a rk e r and Don Richards continued
to rank among the leaders, with an
unfortunate accident robbing Gary
Mosher of a shot at the top three
positions early on.
Newcomer Chuck Crissman, Jr.,
proved to be a welcome addition to
the local scene, while the top
“ rookie” of the year had to be
W alter LaFreniere, Jr., who has

posted 38 wins, placing him among
the Top-10 during the finals nights.
Other highlights include this years
“ Mr. 2,000” driving championship,
as we once again enjoyed the talents
of Billy* Haughton and Benny
W ebster, among others, and the
sharing of the title by our own
Freem an Parker, a new Track
Record for Aged Trotting horses by
Gibson Lobell in late July, the
fastest trotting mile of the season by
Dutch Lady Mac (2:04.4) in early
September, and the “ Race of th e‘
Y ear,” the five-horse photo-finish
for win in the Mid Summer Classic in
mid-August.
I t’s been a good year at the Downs,
The Total Mutuel Handle will check
in right around the $14-Million
Dollar m arker, and the average
handle will enter the record books at
about $115,000-per program . All of
this despite the m ajor changes
which we were forced to make as a
m eans of survival last May! For this
fine response we Thank You, our
valued patrons. Without this sup
port, Scarborough Downs would
have become just a memory. During
the season we have sought to con
tinue with an improved racing
program , and with a physical plant
to be proud of.
Rest assured that we will continue
to strive towards the goals of im 
proved racing, and plant facilities!
We will not alter that course. This is
our fourth season under the DavRic-Maine Corp. banner, we are are
proud of our “ Track Record” to
date, and we will rem ain ever thank
ful for your support. To the hor
sem en who have provided the show,
our grateful thanks for their undying
support, and to our employees, who
have carried out the company policy
so very well, again, you were all a
p a rt of this years success story.
The best of “ racing luck,” until we
all get together again next spring.

